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Abstract 
Jorgensen, L.K., Diameters of cubic graphs, Discrete Applied Mathematics 37/38 (1992) 347-351. 
We prove that a graph with maximum degree 3and diameter d 2 4 cannot have xactly two vertices less 
than the Moore bound. 
For any pair of natural numbers A and d, a (A, d)-graph is a graph with maximum 
degree at most A and diameter at most d. 
In a graph with maximum degree A the number of vertices at distance i from any 
given vertex is at most d(d - l)‘-‘. Therefore the number of vertices in a (A, d)- 
graph cannot exceed the Moore bound: M(d, d) = (d(d - l)d - 2)&l - 2). 
In this paper we only consider the case A = 3 and we only consider graphs with 
M(3, d) - 2 vertices. Therefore it is sufficient to consider cubic graphs, for if a (3, d)- 
graph has a vertex of degree at most 2, then the graph has at most fM(3, d) + 3 
vertices. It is well known that for A 13 and d 13 Moore graphs, i.e., (A, d)-graphs 
with M(d, d) vertices, do not exist (see Biggs [3]). Bannai and Ito [l] state that a 
(d,d)-graph cannot have exactly M(d,d) - 1 vertices. For d = 3 this is trivial, as 
cubic graphs must have an even number of vertices. 
In this paper we prove the following: 
Theorem 1. For dz 4 there is no (3, d)-graph with M(3, d) - 2 vertices. 
We will prove the theorem by contradiction. In the following lemmas G will 
denote a cubic graph with diameter dz2 and with M(3, d) - 2 vertices. 
Remark. From the proofs of the lemmas it also follows that the graph in Fig. 1 is 
a unique (3,3)-graph with M(3,3) - 2 = 20 vertices (Bermond, Delorme and Farhi 121 
construct his graph as a product of a 5-cycle and a field of four elements), and that 
the graphs in Fig. 2 are the only (3,2)-graphs with M(3,2) -2=g vertices. 
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Fig. 1. 
The first lemma also holds far A > 3 but in the remaining part of the proof it is 
necessary to have A = 3. 
Let Ocl denote the graph which is the union of three independent paths of length 
d with common endvertices. 
Lemma 2. Let A- be a vet-tex of G. Tllen either 
(i) _Y is a bran&vertex- of a Od and every cycle of length at most 2d in G con- 
taining A- is contained in this @,, 01 
(ii) x is contained in one cycle of length 2d - 1 and no other- cycles of length at 
most 2d, oi 
(iii) x is contained in e4xactly two cycles of length 2d and no cycles of length at 
iuost 2d - 1. 
Proof. If the distance class DC, _ , (A-) of vertices at distance B - 1 from x has at most 
3 ..p - 2 -I vertices, then ID,l(x)l ~3.2”-l--2 and so 1GI 1M(3,d)-3, acontradic- 
tion. Thus lD&s)l =3.2”-’ and therefore IQ(x)1 =32-‘, for &d-l. Since 
this holds for every vertex in G, G has girth at least 2d - 1. 
Suppose that there is an edge joining two vertices at distance d - 1 from x. Then 
there are at most 3 . zd- ’ - 2 edges from Dd_ , ( x to Dd(x). It is clear that there is ) 
only one edge in Dd- 1(x) and that every vertex in Dd(x) is joined to exactly one 
vertex in Dd_ 1(x). It follows that (ii) holds. 
(a) 
Fig. 2. 
(b) 
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Suppose next that Dd_ ](x) is an independent set 0:‘ vertices. Thus x is not con- 
tained in any cycle of length at most 2d - 1. Since 1 DJx) I= 3 - 2”- ’ - 2 and the 
number of edges from D&x) to Dd(x) is 3 l 2”-‘, it follows that either (i) or (iii) 
holds. Cl 
Lemma 3. If G contains a Od, then d =2. 
Proof. Suppose that 0 is a 0, in G. Then 0 consists of two vertices, say a and b, 
and three independent a - b paths, say Pr , P2, and P3, of length d. It follows from 
Lemma 2 that every cycle of length at most 2d that contains a vertex of 0 is con- 
tained in 0. 
Let x be a vertex on Pt different from a and b. Let y and z be vertices on P2 and 
P3, respectively, at distance d from x. Let x’, y’ and z’ be the unique neighbours of 
x, y and z, respectively, which do not belong to 0. 
If o is neighbour of y on P2 and there is a o -x’ path in G of length at most d - 1, 
then there is a cycle of length at most 2d - I in G containing a vertex of 0, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore any x’-y path of length at most d contains the edge yy’. 
We also see that an x’ - y path of length at most d does not contain x and that 
it has length exactly d, for otherwise there is a new short cycle. Thus there is an 
x,-y’ path, say P, of length d- 1 in G (see Fig. 3). 
Let x’ be the neighbour of x’ different from x, which does not belong to P. As 
above any x’- y path of length at most d uses the edge yy’, and since dist(x’, y) = d, 
it does not contain x’. 
Let Q be an x” - y’ path of length at most d - 1. Since G has girth at least 2d - 1, 
the union, say C, of P, Q and x’x” is a cycle of length 2d - 1. 
By symmetry, there is a cycle, say C’, of length 2d - 1 containing x’ and z’, so that 
x’ and z’ have distance d- 1 on C’. By Lemma 2, C= C’. Therefore dist(y’, z’) I 1. 
Since dist,( y, z) 5 d, there is a cycle of length at most d + 3 not contained in 0, but 
containing some vertices of 0. By Lemma 2, this cycle has length at least 2d + 1. 
Therefore d+312d+l, i.e., d=2, and so G is the graph in Fig.2(a). Cl 
We may now assume that G does not contain a Od. 
Fig. 3. 
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Lemma 4. Suppose that G contains a cycle o,f length 2d. Then the intersection of 
any pair of nondisjoint cycles of length 2d is a path of length d - 1, and if d 13, 
then G also contains a cycle of length 2d - 1. 
Proof. Let C be a cycle of length 2d with vertices x0,x1, . . . ,x2d_, in cyclic order 
(the subscripts are integers modulo 2d). For every i, let x,! denote the unique 
neighbour of xi, in G - C. Then there is an xi - Xi+d path of length at most d ir, G. 
This path USeS X;+dXi+d but not xi for otherwise there is a cycle of length at most 
2d - 1 containing some of the vertices on C. Since G does not contain a @d, 
dist (x;, xi+ n) = d. Let Pi denote an x,! - x;+d p ath of length d-l. For Olil2d-1, 
let x,: denote the neighbour of x,! different from Xi, not belonging to Pi. 
By Lemma 2, every vertex on C is contained in another cycle of length 2d. Let 
D be a cycle of length 2d intersecting C. Since D# C, there is a number k so that 
X~ED and x&D. 
Since dist (xi, xk + d) = d, an xl- xk+d path of length at most d does not contain 
xi, but it contains either xk+d__l, xk+d+r or xi+& If there is an xi-xi+d path of 
length at most d - 1, then the union of this path, Pk) and xix: is a cycle of length 
2d - 1, i.e., xi is on a cycle of length 2d and a cycle of length 2d- 1, a contradic- 
tion. Thus there is a path, say P’, of length at most d- 1 from x[ to either xk+& t 
Or xk+d+r, say to xk+d+. The union of P’, a path of length d - 1 on C from xr, to 
Xk+d-lv and xkxix[ is a cycle of length 2d containing xk. By Lemma 2 this cycle is 
D, and so Cf7 D is a path of length d - 1. 
Suppose now that d> 2. Then there is a number r so that x, E C i7 D, but x; c D. 
As above, an x:- x,+d path of length at most d contains either x:+d, x,+&_l, ‘or 
x,+d+ 1. If it contains x,+& 1 or x,+d+ 1, then there is a path of length 2d containkg 
x: and x,, a contradiction. Thus there is an x:-x;+, path of length at most d- 1. 
The union of this path, P,, and xix: is a cycle of length 2d - 1. 
If d= 2, then G is the graph in Fig. 2(b). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 that if d>2, then G con- 
tains a cycle C of length 2d - 1. 
Let y be a vertex on C and let q and z2 be the vertices at distance d - 1 from y 
on C. Let y’, z;, zi be the neighbours of y, z1 , z2, respectively in G - C. Let y1 and 
y2 be the neighbours of y’ different from y. 
A yr - z1 path of length at most d contains the edge zrz;, but it does not contain 
yI y’ and it has length exactly d, for otherwise there is another cycle of length at 
most 2d containing some vertices of C. Let P1 be a yr -2; path of length d - 1. By 
symmetry, there exist a y2 - 2; path, say P2, a y1 -2; path, say Q1, and a y2 -2; 
path, say Q2, of length d- 1 (see Fig. 4). 
Since G has girth 2d - 1, the union of y1 y’y2, P, and P2 is a C2d and the union 
of YIY’Y~, Q1 and Q2 is a CM. Denote these cycles by Dr and 02, respectively. 
Since z1 is on the (2d- 1)-cycle C, the union of PI, Qr and the path z;zIz2z~ is 
a cycle of length 2d + 1, i.e., PI n Q1 = { y1 }. By symmetry, P2 fJ tQ2 = { y2}. Thus 
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Fig. 4. 
the intersection of D, and D2 is a path of length 2. It follows from Lemma 4 that 
d- 1 = 2, and so d= 3. Since y is an arbitrary vertex on C, it follows that G is the 
graph in Fig. 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. q 
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